Dear friends of Quinta dos Vales,
In our first 2022 "briefing“ let’s ignore the pandemic, and instead take a look out of the window. Not
yours, but ours, here at Quinta dos Vales. Beautiful sunshine, temperatures in the early afternoon
between 17 and 19 degrees, no clouds and even with a good chance to catch a sunburn if you are not
careful. You could even consider to take a swim; we have heated our small pool all year round
constantly up to 23 degrees. See below in the section Long Term and Winter Rental the options to
spend between 2-12 month in one of our suites or houses profiting from discounts of up to 75%.
Karl Heinz Stock
Quinta dos Vales

What’s On?
With the passage from autumn to winter we have reached in Quinta dos Vales the end of another
cycle of the vineyard and a brown colour has taken over our landscapes. The temperatures have
dropped, and the vines entered a state of dormancy, which allows the winemaking team to start
the Winter Pruning. This viticultural practice involves the selective removal of up to 90% of the
previous season's vine growth and prepares the vines for the upcoming growing season.
Once pruning is done, it is simply time to let nature do its work and then wait patiently for the
end of winter to observe bud break.

Watch the video

Already 23 Vineyards in Private Operation
Our community of Private Wine-makers continues to grow faster than we expected, and our
newly built private winemaker cellar will reach its capacity of total 31 workstations probably
before the upcoming harvest in the summer of 2022.
Now that all our vineyard owners have their own registered wine brand, the blending done, we are
now starting the process of preparing the labelling and bottling of the white and rosé wines of
2021. Most of our Private Winemakers will take their first bottles of the year home very soon!
For the red's it's now the choice of the oak barrels. The standard French or maybe Hungarian
oak instead? A new, tannin-rich barrel or better a second-year barrel, there are many important
decisions to make as they will influence the character and longevity of the wine.

Participate in The Winemaker Experience

18 Bottles for the Price of 12
We welcome the New Year by offering our customers the possibility to purchase, with a huge
price reduction, two of our top-quality red wines, Marquês dos Vales Duo 2017 and the awardwinning Grace Vineyard 2014.
Marquês dos Vales Duo 2017 is an unbeatable blend of two grape varieties, Touriga Franca &
Touriga Nacional, and the Grace Vineyard 2014 is known for the 90 points achieved in the
"Portuguese top 100" tasting by Meininger. This wine is our absolute bestseller. Since it's first
presentation in 2007 it has won in each single year numerous international gold medals and/or
the award "Best Wine of the Algarve".
Visit our online shop and, until February 15th, buy with free shipping 18 bottles (or a multiple of
18) of these wines for the price of 12.

BUY ONLINE DUO
2017

BUY ONLINE GRACE
VINEYARD 2014

Holidays in the World’s Leading Beach Destination
The Algarve region continues to earn award after award, having now been nominated for the
second consecutive time as "World's Leading Beach Destination" at the World Travel Awards
2021, leaving behind renowned vacation destinations such as Cancun, Jamaica, Maldives, and
Thailand.
Currently, when we expect a progressive recovery, this award reinforces the added value of the
Algarve, as a destination able to ensure a response to the standards of demand set by the
tourism sector today.

Book your Holiday

Awakening in the Vineyards
The 32 Villa Suites of our small resort The Vines are changing ownership very fast. 21 of these
suites in the middle of vineyards have already been sold. Further 11 are still available from
209.000€ (fully furnished and equipped; ready to move in) either as private holiday home or
as buy-to-let option.
Should you consider adding a privately owned vineyard into your portfolio, you are exactly in the
right place. All the villa suites have panoramic views of our vineyards. And what is better
than having a sip of your own wine, sitting in the evening sun on your own terrace!

Purchase a Villa Suite

Long Term and Winter Rental up to 75% Discount
17 to 18 degrees, beautiful sunshine, no clouds in view, this is the weather in the Algarve today.
We have recently introduced long term and winter rental options. Since then, more than 1/3 of
our accommodation units have been fully booked during the winter season by longer term rentals
and we see increasingly growing demand. Long term holiday makers and digital nomads alike
have identified the Algarve as a winter destination with nearly guaranteed sunshine, excellent
food, and an absolutely incredible price-quality relation with discounts of up to 75%. Villa Suites
which cost in the season 2022 up to € 180 a day are available during the winter period at a
monthly net rate starting at € 525 plus utilities. In addition, we offer very attractive long term
rentals, like a 10-month stay at The Vines from € 1.010 net plus utilities per month.
What makes Quinta dos Vales so special are the comfort, the scenery and all the activities that
can be enjoyed here all year round. The tranquillity of a winery during the low season, with the
vines in dormancy, lesser day visitors, relaxed and welcoming staff makes it the right place to
spend the winter month. Enjoy lots of activities combined with our tennis or our paddle tennis
court, other new mini golf or take a swim in our heated swimming pool.

Book your Long Term Rental

Quinta dos Vales in the Press
We continue to publish weekly, in the Portuguese press, articles full of relevant information
about our area. For those who want to deepen their knowledge about wine, or other relevant
topics, please check out below:
• What separates the Good from the Great
The Portugal News (01.10.2021)

•Walking the line in Vineyards
The Portugal News (15.10.2021)

• The Future of Wine Tourism
Portugal Resident (29.10.2021)

• Harvest memories
The Portugal News (05.11.2021)

• Fermentation: A better invention than fire?
Portugal Resident (05.11.2021)

• Dreaming wedding in a dreaming setting – Quinta dos Vales
The Portugal News (26.11.2021)

• Planning an outdoor wedding? Here are 10 things to consider
The Portugal News (17.12.2021)

• Learn how to taste wine
The Portugal News (23.12.2021)

• The Winemaker Experience, making wine in Portugal
Portugal Resident (30.12.2021)

Dear Friends of Quinta dos Vales, we all have managed to go through another year of the
Pandemic.

READ ALL ARTICLES ON OUR BLOG

www.quintadosvales.pt

